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As Bentham said:"Evidence is the basis of justice." From a certain 
perspective, civil litigation is made up of four parts: collecting evidence by 
parties (evidence), submitting evidence to the court (proof), questioning and 
debating the evidence (examination), and validating the evidence 
(certification). If the litigants have limited their rights and methods to collect 
evidences, the effect of proof and cross-examination will be seriously affected, 
and the purpose of protecting civil rights of the parties will be greatly reduced. 
The Code of Civil Procedure in 1991 and the related judicatory interpretations 
afterward established the mode that evidence-collecting in civil procedure is 
mainly performed by the parties and assisted by judges, but without any means 
and measures for parties. As a result, on one hand, the current civil 
evidence-collecting system shows definite rationalities; but on other hand, 
also displays many distinct irrationalities in practice. Meanwhile, "the 
difficulties of evidence-collecting" is the extrusive problems in practice. Thus 
comes into being "Offering a reward for testimony". However, in the 
theoretical and judicial parts of the civil procedural law, there are two 
different viewpoints about the reward for testimony. And different courts have 
made different decisions, the reason for that is the exclusionary rule of 
illegally obtained evidence is not comprehensive. 
  Therefore, this paper gives an introduction to "Offering a reward for 
testimony", makes clear what is the defect of the civil evidence- collecting 
system in our country and finds out what caused this phenomenon. On this 















for the purpose of perfecting evidence system.  
This paper is divided into four chapters.  
In chapter1  "General introduction on the 'Offering a reward for 
testimony'", introduces the first case and the controversy surrounding the case, 
to know what are the "Offering a reward for testimony".  
In chapter 2  "The causes of 'Offering a reward for testimony'", the 
author explores the causes of the "Offering a reward for testimony" on social 
and legal perspectives.  
In chapter 3  "The legal effect of 'Offering a reward for testimony'", the 
author particularly analyzes the legal effect of "Offering a reward for 
testimony", and then conclude that "Offering a reward for testimony" does not 
mean "bribing witnesses", and "Offering a reward for testimony" should not 
be denied the qualifications of evidence because of the way evidenced, and the 
weight of evidence about "Offering a reward for testimony" should be 
determined by the judges. 
In chapter 4  "The conceive ideas for solving the problems that exist in 
legislation and judicial practice caused by 'Offering a reward for testimony'", 
the author puts out full amending advice for solving the problems. It aims at 
perfecting evidence system is very important, including construction of the 
rights of civil litigants to collect evidences; the system of present of witnesses 
and the exclusionary rule of illegally obtained evidence. Otherwise, The 
judges can strengthen the right to collect evidences of civil litigants by 
extending the interpretation right, and the Supreme People’s Court proposes 
establishing and perfecting a case guiding system in China so as to unify the 
standards of legal application. 
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